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ABSTRACT: The lifecycle of black carbon (BC)-containing
particles from biomass burns is examined using aircraft and surface
observations of the BC mixing state for plume ages from ∼15 min to
10 days. Because BC is nonvolatile and chemically inert, changes in
the mixing state of BC-containing particles are driven solely by
changes in particle coating, which is mainly secondary organic
aerosol (SOA). The coating mass initially increases rapidly (kgrowth =
0.84 h−1), then remains relatively constant for 1−2 days as plume
dilution no longer supports further growth, and then decreases slowly
until only ∼30% of the maximum coating mass remains after 10 days
(kloss = 0.011 h−1). The mass ratio of coating-to-core for a BC-
containing particle with a 100 nm mass-equivalent diameter BC core
reaches a maximum of ∼20 after a few hours and drops to ∼5 after
10 days of aging. The initial increase in coating mass can be used to determine SOA formation rates. The slow loss of coating
material, not captured in global models, comprises the dominant fraction of the lifecycle of these particles. Coating-to-core mass
ratios of BC particles in the stratosphere are much greater than those in the free troposphere indicating a different lifecycle.
KEYWORDS: biomass burning aerosols, black carbon, mixing state, aerosol evolution, aerosol lifecycle

1. INTRODUCTION
Biomass burning (BB) events (i.e., wildfires) are a natural and
important part of ecosystems; they remove dead or decaying
matter, releasing nutrients back into the soil, and they thin out
forest canopies and undergrowth, enabling seedlings to
germinate. These events are also an important source of
particulate matter in the atmosphere, and the resulting biomass
burning aerosol (BBA) influences regional and global climates1

as well as impacts human and wildlife health.2−4 With BB
events increasing in both intensity and frequency5,6 due to
droughts brought about by increasing global temperatures and
changing hydrological cycles, and projected to still further
increase,7,8 a better understanding of BB emissions2,9 and the
evolution of BBA is critical for improving predictions of their
impacts on climate, climate change, and human health and for
evaluating potential mitigation strategies (e.g., geoengineer-
ing10).

An important component of BBA is black carbon (BC),
which is the largest particulate climate warming agent. BB
events account for ∼40% of the atmospheric inventory of this
aerosol type.1,11 Whereas BC comprises only a small fraction of
the BBA particulate emission mass, it is responsible for most of
the light absorption.1 Therefore, understanding the micro-
physical and optical properties of BB−BC particles and the

evolution of these properties is of particular importance with
regard to climate and climate change.12

BC particles emitted by BB events rapidly�within 1−2 h�
accumulate large amounts of substances, referred to as
coatings. These coatings are mostly organic, and thus the
growth rate of the coatings is related to the rate of secondary
organic aerosol (SOA) formation. The ratio of the mass of this
coating to that of the BC�here termed the “mixing state”�
exerts a strong effect on the particle’s optical and hygroscopic
properties.13 These coatings can be removed through
evaporation and/or chemical processing via the production
of more volatile substances, but because BC is nonvolatile and
chemically inert, the mass of BC in an individual particle
remains constant throughout the particle’s lifetime (barring
coagulation, which is generally negligible except very near the
source). As a consequence, BC can serve as a tracer, and
changes in the mixing state of BB−BC-containing particles will
be due entirely to changes in the amount of coating material.
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While this quantification does not preclude changes in the
chemical (and thus hygroscopic) properties of the particles, it
does, nonetheless, capture important information on the
evolution of the optical properties through changes in the
microphysical properties. In this way, the mixing states of BC-
containing particles can be used to investigate atmospheric
aging processes (e.g., SOA formation and heterogeneous
oxidation) and BBA evolution and radiative forcing.

Due to the complexity and number of processes involved in
BB−BC particle formation and evolution, global climate
models are forced to distill the microphysical, chemical,
hygroscopic, and optical properties and processes of these
particles into simple and computationally efficient parameter-
izations. The bases for these distillations are typically either
field studies that have targeted near-source emissions and
evolution or laboratory-based studies that have focused on
quantifying the influence of one particle property on another
(e.g., morphology on particle optical properties or chemical
composition on hygroscopicity). However, such parameter-
izations implicitly imply that BB−BC particle properties do not
continue to evolve at longer times or else that this evolution
can be accurately extrapolated from measurements procured
early in the aerosol lifecycle. To validate such assumptions,
measurements of BB−BC mixing state and optical properties at
longer times are required.

Direct investigation of the evolution of BB emissions and
thus the mixing state of BB−BC particles, such as by a
Lagrangian experiment that follows these emissions for
extended periods (days to weeks), would be invaluable in
characterizing the lifecycle of these particles. However, current
studies typically cover only small fractions of this lifecycle and
therefore investigations of the evolution of BB−BC particles
and their mixing states require measurements from different
BB events, potentially at different geographical locations.

Here, we discuss the lifecycle of BBA in the free troposphere
derived from measurements of the mixing states of BB−BC
particles at different plume ages (i.e., times since emission)
ranging from less than an hour to more than a week taken
during multiple field campaigns conducted at different
locations in the mid-latitudes. These measurements provide a
coherent picture of the evolution and lifecycle of the BB−BC
particle mixing state, from which the optical properties of these
particles and their impacts on radiative forcing can be
determined. They also allow quantitative determinations of
growth and loss rates of coating mass and have implications for

BBA evolution and SOA formation more generally. Our results
demonstrate that the microphysical properties (and correlated
optical properties) of coated BC particles are continually
evolving throughout their lifetimes, with potentially profound
impacts on their global reach, human health, and climate
forcing.

Due to the immense variety of combustion intensities, fuel
sources, and prevailing meteorology, the lifecycle described
here, though capturing essential features, will vary between
fires in detail that can be determined only by further
measurements. Cloud processing, including wet deposition,
can play a large role in the subsequent lifecycle of BBA for
those emissions that remain in the planetary boundary layer
(PBL). Additionally, some extreme BB events can inject
particles into the upper troposphere and stratosphere, where
they will experience very different environments and undergo
very different processes and evolution than those that remain
primarily in the free troposphere. Thus, it is unlikely that a
one-size-fits-all approach to resolve a “typical” lifecycle of BBA,
and, in particular, of BB−BC particles and their properties, can
be realized. Nonetheless, it is expected that the lifecycle of
BB−BC particles from many BB events that remain primarily
in the free troposphere will be similar to that described here, as
they will undergo similar processes that affect their mixing
states.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Temporal Evolution of BC Mixing State.

Information on the field campaigns and experimental details
can be found in the Methods section in the Supporting
Information (SI). In brief, the mixing states of BB−BC
particles were determined by the single-particle soot photo-
meter14 (SP2; Droplet Measurement Technologies), which
measured the mass of the BC contained in individual particles
over the range of ∼75−500 nm mass-equivalent diameter
(DBC,med) and the time-dependent light scattering from
individual particles in the diameter range of ∼175−450 nm,
from which the mass of the nonrefractory coating of thickness
Tcoat is derived (Figure S1). As determination of the BC mixing
state is limited by the narrower range of the scattering
measurements, we examine the mixing state for BC particles
with DBC,med = 100 nm, which corresponds to a BC mass of ∼1
femtogram. This value yields robust retrievals and is a typical
size for BB−BC particles. The quantity used to examine the
temporal behavior of the mixing state of BB−BC particles is

Table 1. Synopsis of Biomass Burns

BBOP MBO ORACLES LASIC

estimated age ∼1−3 h ∼12 h 2−12 days 1−2 weeks
age estimation pseudo-Lagrangian

transects
HYSPLIT WRF-AAM

model
HYSPLIT

sampled region NW-US NW-US African coast mid-Atlantic
nominal lat./lon. lat: 47.5−42.5 N lat: 43.98 N lat: 1−13 S lat: 7.97 S

lon: 123−113 W lon:
121.69 W

lon:
5 E − 14.35 W

lon: 14.35 W

fire emissions wildfires wildfire wildfires/
deforestation

wildfires/
deforestation

fuel source timber, grass, conifer conifer,
scrub

savannah/
forest7,50

savannah/
forest7,50

sampled time frame July−Sept. 2013 August
2016

Aug. 2017/Oct.
2018

June−Sept. 2017

BC geometric mean diameter (nm); i.e., GMD of lognormal fit to dN/d logDBC,med
and geometric standard deviation

118−125 nm 119 nm 117−121 nm 112−130
1.4−1.7 1.3 1.4−1.6 1.3−1.6
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the ratio of the average of the coating masses to BC core mass
for particles with a 100 nm mass-equivalent diameter BC core,
mR,100.

Values of mR,100 determined from measurements taken
during the various field campaigns (listed in Table 1), along
with estimates derived from the literature for other tropo-
spheric mid-latitude plumes,14−19 are shown in Figure 1 as a
function of plume age on a logarithmic scale. Separate analyses
of the 2013 Rim fire reported both a nearly constant coating
thickness15 [blue squares] and an increase in coating
thickness17 [aqua green squares] to ∼40 hours of aging.
Other values, such as those of Taylor et al.20 from the
CLARIFY campaign (their Figure 3C), are consistent but are
not plotted due to uncertainty in plume age. Values from the
LASIC field campaign, which were determined from measure-
ments in the boundary layer during which particles may have
undergone cloud processing, are shown in Figure 1 in a black
rectangular box in the lower-right corner, with bounds
denoting the youngest and oldest ages. Although these ages
were determined by HYSPLIT and are thus less robust than
those for which the plumes always remained in the free
troposphere (because of the paucity of measurements of the
meteorological fields to drive HYSPLIT in the boundary
layer21), the results are consistent with the general picture
obtained from the measurements taken during the other field
campaigns.

Initially, mR,100 increases rapidly, attaining values of 15−20
within the first few hours following emission, primarily due to
the availability of coemitted condensable species that form

SOA and to a lesser extent from coagulation with other BC-
containing particles and with primary organic aerosol (POA)
particles. As dilution and concomitant lower number
concentrations quickly relegate coagulation to a secondary
role, further coating growth occurs only through condensation,
implying that most of the BC coating is secondary in nature.

The values of mR,100 during the first 3 hours are represented
by an expression for a simple first-order growth model in which
mR,100 initially increases linearly with time but then approaches
a constant value

=m t m e( ) (1 )k t
R,100 R,100max

growth (1)

with mR,100,max = 20 and kgrowth = 0.84 h−1 (Figure 1). This
formulation corresponds to an initial rate of mass increase of
16 fg h−1 for particles with DBC,med = 100 nm (or ∼25 nm
coating h−1). Using a condensation model (Supporting
Information) where all particles at a given sampling location
have experienced the same vapor pressure history with respect
to the coating material precursors and all BC particles exhibit a
concentric core−shell configuration and possess a lognormal
number distribution (dN/d logDBC,med) with a geometric
mean diameter of 117 nm and a geometric standard deviation
of 1.48, the total mass of coating divided by the mass of total
BC for the ensemble, mR,tot, is estimated to be 0.35mR,100. The
core−shell assumption, in which a spherical BC core
encapsulated by a coating of uniform thickness, is expected
to accurately capture the optical properties because of the large
coating thicknesses, i.e., very large values of mR,100. The rate

Figure 1. Mass ratio of nonrefractory coating-to-BC for particles with DBC,med = 100 nm, mR,100, as a function of plume age. The uncertainties in
estimated plume ages for the LASIC data set (delineated by a black box in the lower-right corner) reflect limitations of HYSPLIT-derived air mass
ages for this region of the world. The LASIC data were not used in coating loss curve fit due to the presence of boundary layer (cloud) processing
biasing the derived mR,100 values. Not shown is a single point in Taylor et al.20 due to uncertainty in plume age. The gray-shaded region captures
loss rate constants that are within 50% of kloss. The right axis is the corresponding coating thickness of a 100 nm core, Tcoat,100, for an assumed
concentric core−shell particle morphology. Dotted lines are fits described in the text. Shaded rectangles are designed to serve as a rough guide
delineating the three regimes. The upper panel is a schematic of the ratio of mass of coating to that of BC for particles with DBC,med = 100 nm,
mR,100, as a function of the estimated plume age for lower stratospheric BB−BC particles. The rate of coating growth used to derive the estimated
increase in mR,100 for stratospheric BB−BC (dotted line) is based on the measured increase in the coating thickness of the BC-containing particle
sampled from a pair of back-to-back intercontinental flights, as reported by Ditas et al.61
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constant for mR,tot will be the same as that for mR,100, and thus
its initial growth rate will be near 6 h−1. As BC mass does not
change, kgrowth provides a quantitative measure of SOA
production. Although not dealt with here, the knowledge of
the fraction of the aerosol mass that is bound to BC would
provide insight into the SOA formation rate.

The BC mixing state after this initial coating growth phase is
characterized by very little change in mR,100, which remains
near 20 for 1−2 days. The reported coating thicknesses from
Forrister et al.15 and Perring et al.17 suggest that the timing of
the transition from growth to loss may vary on the order of a
day. As available gas-phase SOA precursors are used up, either
as coating on BC particles or growth of BC-free particles, or
are diluted to the point that little material is available for
coating, the rate of coating growth will slow and essentially
stop. However, this absence of change in the BC particle mixing
state does not rule out continued chemical processing.

Following this microphysically idle phase, a slow but steady
loss of coating material occurs and mR,100 decreases. For the
free tropospheric plumes examined here, for which cloud
processing is likely to be minimal, nearly two-thirds of the
accumulated coating mass is lost within a week. A simple
exponential fit for the decrease in mR,100 from the maximum
value to the observed baseline is given by

= +m t m m m e( ) ( ) k t
R,100 R,100 R,100 R,100max

loss (2)

with mR,100max = 20, mR,100∞ = 5, and loss rate constant kloss ≈
0.011 h−1 (Figure 1, where the gray-shaded region represents
values of mR,100 corresponding to values of kloss that are within
50% of 0.011 h−1). This expression corresponds to an initial
loss rate of coating mass for DBC,med = 100 nm particles of 0.16
fg h−1 (∼0.23 nm h−1)�a full 2 orders of magnitude less than
the initial growth rate. As above, this loss rate constant will be
the same for the total coating mass of the ensemble of BC-
containing particles.

In contrast to fresh emissions, the variability in mR,100
appears to be less in aged plumes, likely because atmospheric
processing results in coatings that converge toward similar
compositions (i.e., oxidation state rather than explicit
molecular composition); that is, atmospheric (oxidative and
photolytic) processing of the coating results in the loss of
memory of its initial composition (or source fuel). However, as
these results are based on measurements from one particular
region, possibly with similar fuel sources, confirmation from
other BB events would be required to draw definitive
conclusions.
2.2. Framework of the Lifecycle of Tropospheric BB−

BC Particles. The evolution of the mixing state of tropo-
spheric BB−BC particles: an initial rapid growth of coating,
followed by a period during which the coating mass exhibits
little change, and then a slow loss of coating (Figure 1), falls
naturally into a framework consisting of three regimes: (i)
“local”, (ii) “regional”, and (iii) “global” (Figure S2). Each
regime covers different spatial and temporal extents, and the
dominant physical and chemical processes that affect the
evolution of the BB−BC aerosol particles and their micro-
physical, chemical, and thus optical and hygroscopic properties
differ in each of them. The local regime, when the plume is
near the source, extends to ∼100 km and to ages of a few
hours. The regional regime extends from ∼100 km to a
thousand kilometers or so (continental scales) and from a few
hours to a few days. The global regime extends from a

thousand kilometers or so and from a few days onward. These
regimes also naturally scale with various modeling efforts. In
the local regime, whose spatial and temporal extents
correspond to a grid cell in a GCM, LES can be used to
examine the evolution of BB−BC particles. The regional
regime has spatial and temporal scales that are typical of
regional climate models. In the global regime, GCMs, such as
E3SM (www.e3sm.org), are the natural choice.

Although these regimes, and the processes that are dominant
in each, might not be representative of every BB plume, they
nonetheless appear to generally capture the lifecycle of BB−BC
particles in the free troposphere. The evolution of properties of
BB−BC particles, specifically the mixing state, and processes
that affect these properties are now discussed in terms of these
regimes.
2.3. Mixing State Evolution in the Local Regime. Black

carbon particles in BB plumes are mainly generated under
flaming conditions and thus tend to be emitted with little
associated (primary) coating material,22 but they rapidly
become thickly coated (Figure 1) by the condensation of
(mainly organic) material. Oxidation of gas-phase precursors
will bring about functionalization that produces lower volatility
compounds that can condense on the BC particles.23−25 Since
BC aggregate rearrangement has been shown to occur during
the initial coating process,26 collapse of the fractal-like
aggregates has likely occurred by the time BB aerosols are
sampled by aircraft close to emissions. Scatter in mR,100 values
and in growth rates derived for individual BBOP flights shown
in Figure 1 are likely due to differences in prevailing
combustion conditions27 (e.g., active flaming, smoldering,
pyrolysis), source fuel,28 and plume dilution and cooling.29

Condensation and coagulation of BC particles with oxidized
hydrophilic vapors and particles, and direct heterogeneous
oxidation of the BC particles, will rapidly convert the fresh,
hydrophobic BC particles to hydrophilic ones.30,31 This
conversion represents a critical step in a BC particle lifecycle,
given the importance of wet removal processes to their
atmospheric lifetimes.

BBOP measurements show that the processes involved in
coating BB−BC particles also drive increases in the sizes of
non-BC-containing BBA particles. The diameter of the size
mode of BBA particles observed by Kleinman et al.32 (Figure
19) during flight 0821b, predominately POA, increased from
near 100 nm at 15 min to near 200 nm at 90 min,
corresponding to an increase in the mass of nominally a factor
of 8, in fair agreement with the factor of 4 for the increase in
the coating mass for the ensemble of coated BC particles. As
discussed by Kleinman et al.,32 the overall particulate organic
loadings normalized by CO remained relatively constant
during the rapid condensational growth, suggesting concurrent
processes.
2.4. Mixing State Evolution in the Regional Regime.

Within hours after emission, the rapid tropospheric BB−BC
particle coating growth rates shown in Figure 1 decrease as the
condensable gases are exhausted or diluted to the extent that
further condensation becomes negligible. Although the mixing
state remains essentially constant, chemical processing of the
coating can still occur, as noted above. In particular,
chromophores (i.e., light-absorbing organics, also known as
brown carbon, BrC) can be generated by functionalization
reactions that involve nitrate addition or destroyed by
reactions involving O3 addition across double bonds (known
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as bleaching), thus impacting the chemical and optical
properties of these particles.33

2.5. Mixing State Evolution in the Global Regime.
From a day or two after emission onward, the coatings on the
BB−BC particles start to decrease, implying the generation of
volatile products from the coating material. Four direct
pathways that can bring about material loss are: (1)
evaporation, (2) heterogeneous oxidation, (3) direct photol-
ysis, and (4) aqueous-phase oxidation. Indirect pathways
resulting in the apparent loss of coating material include the
loss of larger, thickly coated BB−BC particles due to dry
deposition or cloud processing. Recent observations strongly
suggest rapid vaporization of primary BBA material in the local
regime simultaneous with rapid oxidation and condensation.32

Subsequent vaporization of secondary oxidized material in the
regional to global regimes may be important, although at
significantly reduced rates due to lower vapor pressures of
these oxidized materials. Heterogeneous oxidation in the free
troposphere occurs via OH, whereas O3 and NO3 are more
important in the boundary layer.34 Daytime OH and/or O3
oxidation35 of the coating continues after emission; nighttime
oxidation by NO3 also occurs, though it may be limited by low
NOx concentrations.36 Direct photolysis37 could result in
fragmentation and consequent loss of coating mass but
requires light-absorbing chromophores (i.e., BrC38). O’Brien
and Kroll39 predict photolytic aging of secondary organic
aerosol to be limited to the first day or so of aging. Recent
work conducted on African BB plumes40 also suggests that
extensive bleaching occurs within a few days, thus relegating
the loss of coating by the direct photolysis mechanism to a
secondary role. For plumes that have been entrained into the
boundary layer, aqueous-phase oxidant chemistry41 and

photolytic reactions42,43 can occur in cloud droplets or
deliquesced particles, resulting in decreased particulate mass
and thus a change in the BC particle mixing state. However,
this reaction will be of minor importance in the current
discussion, which pertains to BB plumes in the free
troposphere.

Another loss mechanism suggested by Taylor et al.20 (2020)
to explain their observation that derived mR,100 values during
the CLARIFY campaign were ∼38% lower at the surface than
at altitude near 5 km is the decrease in ammonium nitrate
volatility with decreasing temperature (and thus increasing
elevation). However, as most of the BB−BC coating is SOA,
and nitrate mass concentrations were similar to BC mass
concentrations,44 there would have been insufficient nitrate to
explain the observed mass loss. Additionally, while this
mechanism may occur to some extent, both HYSPLIT back
trajectory calculations and WRF-Chem model results indicate
that the plumes at higher elevations sampled near Ascension
Island were younger than those at lower altitudes, suggesting
that the differences in mR,100 may have been due to plume age,
as argued here, rather than solely thermodynamic properties
and processing of the aerosol.

Therefore, for free tropospheric plumes, the main process
driving coating loss in the global regime is heterogeneous
oxidation by OH. The rate at which this occurs can be
estimated by calculating the flux of OH molecules upon a
particle, equal to 1/4 the product of the mean molecular speed
(∼5.8 × 102 m s−1), the OH concentration45 (∼1.5 × 1012

molecules m−3), the surface area of the particle, and a
correction factor that depends on the diffusivity of OH and the
diameter of the particle. For a particle with mR,100 near 20, for
which the coating thickness is near 100 nm (Figure 1) and thus

Figure 2. Same data as shown in Figure 1�mass ratio of nonrefractory coating-to-BC particles with a diameter of 100 nm, mR,100, as a function of
plume age�on a linear time scale. Linear time scale suggests that the dominant process in the BB−BC mixing state lifecycle is the loss of coating.
For comparison, the gray dotted line is the squalene mass loss for a γOH of 1 from Kroll et al.23 and the orange dotted line is the mass loss of OA
measured at MBO during the 2019 wildfire season and BBOP (Farley et al.52). The upper axis shows plume advection distance for an assumed 5
m s−1 wind speed. The hashed-region captures loss rate constants that are within 50% of kloss.
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the total diameter of the particle is near 300 nm, the surface
area is ∼2.8 × 10−13 m2, and the correction factor is
approximately 0.6, yielding a rate of collisions with OH
molecules of ∼24 s−1 or ∼0.88 × 105 collisions h−1. The fitted
rate of decrease in mR,100 from its maximum value is ∼0.16 h−1

(from eq 2), and as the mass of the BC core for DBC,med = 100
nm is approximately 1 fg, the rate of decrease of the coating
mass is ∼0.16 fg h−1. Under the assumption that the coating
consists of organic molecules with an average molecular weight
of 400 g mol−1, the initial loss rate is ∼2.4 × 105 molecules h−1,
which would imply a reaction efficiency γOH of ∼1.8.
Laboratory experiments have found the reactive uptake
coefficient of OH (i.e., ratio of reactions to OH strikes on
the surface of a particle) of OH to typically fall between 0.1
and 1.0, with some observations of values greater than unity,
possibly due to secondary chemistry.23,25,46,47

The observed loss rate of more than 50% over a week is
significantly faster than that observed by Kroll et al.23 for
laboratory experiments and more in agreement with the single
measurement available at that time for loss rates from BB
plumes from West Africa (Figure 9 of Kroll et al.23). A
normalized mass fraction loss rate from Kroll et al.23 for γOH of
1 is included in Figure 2 for comparison purposes, where
plume age is plotted on a linear scale. Their loss fraction is
based on carbon only, whereas the measured mass loss
fractions presented here are not limited to carbon. This
difference likely does not account for the observed mass loss
rate discrepancy. Potential explanations for this large
discrepancy may be related to coating thicknesses,46 especially
for larger diameter rBC particles (Figure S1) not directly
included in Figure 2 (limited to diameter 100 nm). Other
chemical and physical differences may be relevant. For
example, the Kroll et al.23 laboratory experiments were
conducted on pure, single organic compound particles with
higher than atmospheric levels of OH radicals to map out their
effective “plume age”, which may not fully represent
atmospheric reactions.48 In contrast, the initial heavily coated
ambient BB−BC particles in Figure 2 already consist of a
complex mixture of oxidized secondary organic and inorganic
components, which may significantly enhance fragmentation
pathways.49 Other important aspects affecting the measured
atmospheric heterogeneous oxidation of BB−BC particles that
were not considered in this simple comparison include particle
phase and relative humidity and the presence of other
atmospheric oxidants (e.g., NO3 and O3) playing a role.50,51

Farley et al.52 have recently reported the mass loss of BBOA
in very aged Siberia smoke plumes. The observed loss was
attributed to three possible processes: (i) continuing
evaporation of volatile BB−POA, (ii) OA loss via deposition,
and (iii) heterogeneous oxidation or loss of BB−SOA via
evaporation or fragmentation reactions. Their reported mass
loss rate constant for all BBOA is about 3× faster than that
derived in the present study for BBA on BC particles.
Comparison of the rates of mass loss from the present study
and from MBO with OA mass loss reported by Kroll23 suggests
that the model systems used in the laboratory are not yet
capturing the complexities present in ambient OA. Nonethe-
less, it is clear that OA mass is lost as these particles age in the
troposphere.

A relevant question is how these observed mass loss rates
match with model representations of BB aging. Schill et al.53

report measurements of widespread biomass burning particles
throughout the remote troposphere from NASA’s Atmospheric

Tomography Missions (ATom) and compare these concen-
trations with global model results. They report that the global
models overestimate BBA mass concentrations by >400%,
which they attribute to the under-representation of wet
removal processes.52 The extent to which heterogeneous
oxidation of BBA, including BB−BC, is understood and
represented in global models will impact our ability to model
mass loss rates, as measured here, and wet removal rates, as
well as BB−BC radiative impacts.12

That BC particles retain an appreciable portion of their
coating even at ages greater than a week (Figures 1 and 2)
suggests that this remaining material is of very low volatility
and resistant to further oxidation by OH.54 While change in
SOA volatility with atmospheric processing (aging) continues
to be an active area of research,24,38,55 it has been established
that oligomerization can occur, resulting in compounds that
are essentially nonvolatile. Additionally, at lower temperatures,
SOA can become glassy and viscous, which will also bring
about a reduction in material volatility.51,54 It is likely that one
(or more) of these processes occurred for the residual coating
material on the BC particles.

Eventual removal of BC from the troposphere (not shown in
Figures 1 or 2) occurs through wet deposition, which depends
on particle hygroscopicity, cloud amount, and precipitation
rates or dry deposition, which will depend primarily on particle
size. For precipitation that evaporates below clouds, BC
particles are resuspended back to the aerosol phase, although
generally with larger DBC,med due to scavenging of more than
one BC-containing particle per drop.
2.6. Dominant Process of the BB−BC Particle Mixing

State Lifecycle. When the evolution of the BB−BC mixing
state is presented on a linear time scale (Figure 2), in contrast
to the logarithmic scale (Figure 1), the relative importance of
the evolution processes�coating growth to material loss�
comes into clearer focus. Indeed, displaying the evolution of
mR,100 on the linear scale clearly establishes that the process that
dominates the BB−BC mixing state over the vast majority of its
lifecycle is coating loss (purple-shaded rectangle). The local
regime (green-shaded rectangle) comprises only a minuscule
fraction of the lifecycle of these particles: ∼2 h out of 2 weeks,
or less than 1%, and even the regional regime (white-shaded
rectangle) is short-lived (∼10%). Therefore, parameterizations
that characterize BB−BC particles in regional and global
models based on observations or measurements in the local
regime fail to accurately capture the majority of the lifecycle of
these particles.
2.7. Implications for Aerosol Optical Properties.

Changes in the mixing state of BB−BC particles will drive
concomitant changes in the optical properties of these particles
and thus in the radiative forcing by BBA. These changes are
quantified in terms of the absorption enhancement, MAC, and
SSABC, calculated at a wavelength of 500 nm for the size
distribution given above. The absorption enhancement starts at
∼1.4 near the fire (mR,100 near 5) and increases to near 1.7 at
mR,100 = 20 before decreasing back to near 1.4 for mR,100 = 5 at
long times. For a MAC of uncoated BC particles1 of 7.5 m2

g−1, these absorption enhancements correspond to an increase
in the MAC from ∼10.3 m2 g−1 near the fire to slightly greater
than 12.8 m2 g−1 for mR,100 = 20, followed by a decrease back to
∼10.3 m2 g−1 at long times. Similarly, because an increase in
coating thickness will cause a larger increase in scattering than
in absorption, the initial rapid growth of coating during the
first hour will result in a parallel increase in SSABC, from ∼0.45
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near the plume to ∼0.75 for mR,100 near its maximum value,
before dropping to ∼0.45 at long times.

As BC particles likely provide the dominant contribution to
absorption for BB plumes (which include both particles that
contain BC and those that do not), changes in SSABC will drive
changes in the overall plume SSA, as observed in recent
airborne and ground-based field campaigns. For example,
during the BBOP campaign, the SSA initially increased from
∼0.8 to ∼0.9 as the plume evolved over the first few hours.52,56

In ORACLES, a maximum value of SSA near 0.9 was derived
for a less aged BB plume (∼4 days old) sampled just off the
African coast, while SSA values were near ∼0.83 for African BB
plumes44,57 after ∼10 days. A similar SSA of 0.85 was reported
by Wu et al. (2020),58 who sampled BB plumes arriving at
Ascension Island that were approximately a week old during
the CLARIFY campaign. A minimum value of SSA of ∼0.80
was reported by Zuidema and co-workers59 during the
Ascension Island ground-based LASIC campaign, although
this value was derived for boundary layer air, potentially
suggesting that some additional processing had occurred that
was not present in the free tropospheric plumes. An SSA of
0.85 was reported by Holanda et al. (2020)60 for an estimated
10 day old African BB plume that had transported across the
Atlantic to Brazil, which contrasted with local Brazilian fires,
which had an SSA near 0.9. It is interesting to note that the
agreement of the overall SSA reported by Holanda et al.
(2020)60 with those of Wu et al. (2020),58 Dobracki et al.
(2022),44 and Pistone et al. (2019)57 suggests that the
processing responsible for the decrease in SSABC with age does
not continue indefinitely, consistent with our observation of
extremely low volatility coatings on very aged BC particles
following a more pronounced period of coating loss.

Use of the BB−BC mixing state as a proxy for non-BC-
containing BBA can be used to investigate the amount of
absorption from BrC. As the same processes that determine
the loss of mass from BC-containing particles would operate
on particles not containing BC, these latter particles would be
expected to exhibit a similar loss of mass. This inference is
consistent with 2016−2017 ORACLES observations reported
by Dobracki et al. (2022)44 on the loss of BBA mass (via OA/
BC ratio) as a function of plume age. Their parameterization
(SSA = 0.801 + 0.0055 × OA/BC at 530 nm wavelength), with
an estimated OA/BC ratio of 8.2 for a 10 day old plume
(Figure 8a of their paper), yields 0.85 for the overall SSA.
Using SSABC of ∼0.45 derived from our simple condensation
model for a 10 day old plume yields an estimate for the SSA for
OA, SSAOA, of ∼0.95 (Supporting Information), suggesting the
possibility of some BrC absorption. Taylor et al. (2020)20

reported a ∼10% contribution of absorption from BrC at 405
nm for flights conducted over Ascension Island. Using the
PSAP (λ = 470, 530, and 660 nm), reported absorption
Angstrom exponents ranged from 1.2 near the African coast to
1−1.1 further from the coast, consistent with a low
contribution from BrC.
2.8. Impact of Transportation Pathway on BB−BC

Mixing State. BC particles produced by biomass burns are
also observed in the upper troposphere53 and lower strato-
sphere,61 where they represent an appreciable fraction of the
particles there. BB−BC particles present in the lower
stratosphere61 are characterized by very thick coatings, with
mR,100 near 50 (corresponding to a coating thickness of more
than 150 nm for DBC,med = 100 nm)�two to three times larger
than the values typical of tropospheric BB−BC particles

(Figure 1). Although organic material that has condensed on
the particles is the principal component of the coatings near
the plume, it is likely that the dominant component of these
thicker coatings is sulfuric acid, a major component in the
stratosphere.62 Ditas et al.61 speculated that weaker removal
processes and longer lifetimes in the lower stratosphere are
responsible for the growth of thicker coatings. In contrast to
the nominal ∼1 week that characterizes lifetimes in the free
troposphere,63 lower stratospheric lifetimes are several
months,64 thereby providing the time necessary for con-
densation to yield the observed sizes. The differences between
the mixing states and lifetimes of BB−BC particles in the free
troposphere and those in the lower stratosphere, shown
schematically in Figure 1, suggest that different model
representations of BB−BC particle evolution should be
employed for these two transportation pathways.
2.9. Inferring BBA Evolution from BB−BC Mixing

State Evolution. The central tenet in the analysis presented
here is that the chemically inert and nonvolatile properties of
the BC core can be exploited as a tracer to study the growth or
loss of the nonrefractory coating. The temporal behavior of the
coated BC particles can also be used to provide information
about the growth and shrinkage of coemitted non-BC-
containing BB particles, as the coating of BC-containing
particles and the composition of condensates on the coemitted
non-BC-containing particles will almost certainly be the same
and thus will have similar chemical reactivity, hygroscopicity,
optical properties (i.e., refractive index), and volatility. This
compositional equivalence enables top-level observations on
the BBA lifecycle to be drawn. For example, the rapid coating
growth phase that characterizes the local (or source) regime
suggests that non-BC-containing particles would experience a
similar growth in size, allowing SOA formation rates to be
determined. Additionally, Lim et al.46 have shown that loss
rates of organic coatings on top of an organic core were
comparable to material loss rates observed with the pure
particle analog of the coating material, lending further support
for the use of the BB−BC mixing state proxy to non-BC-
containing BBA aging.

3. SUMMARY
The lifecycle of biomass burning BC-containing particles is
examined by combining field measurements of their mixing
states in BB plumes of different ages in various regions of the
world with previously published data. The BB−BC particle
mixing state offers the unique opportunity to understand the
magnitudes and effects of atmospheric aging processes�
specifically secondary aerosol formation and processing, and
the effects of these aging processes on optical properties and
radiative forcing. The mass ratio of coating to BC core for
particles with DBC,med = 100 nm, which can be experimentally
determined with an SP2, provides a proxy for the BC mixing
state, and a simple model is used to yield results for the mass of
coating to BC core and for optical properties of the ensemble
of BB−BC aerosol. Together, these temporally disparate
measurements provide a coherent picture of BB−BC evolution
and demonstrate for the first time that the BB−BC particle
mixing state remains highly dynamic throughout the lifetime of
these particles. The temporal behavior observed in the
microphysical properties of BB−BC particles suggests a natural
partitioning of the BC mixing state lifecycle into three regimes:
local, regional, and global, which correspond to temporal and
spatial scales characteristic of modeling efforts.
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Following the rapid initial growth from the condensation of
organic vapors near the fire and passing through to a quiescent
period where there is little change in the mixing state, the
coated BC particles then enter a phase where ∼75% of the
coating is lost through much slower processes. Coating loss
dominates the evolution of the microphysical properties as the
BC-containing particles continue to age. The optical properties
of these particles, and thus the radiative properties of the BBA
plume, undergo similar evolutions, which are not accurately
captured in regional and global models that use parameter-
izations based on measurements of BB−BC aerosols early in
their lifecycle.

As BC is chemically inert and nonvolatile, it serves as a
conservative tracer, whereby changes in the BC mixing state
will be due solely to changes in the amount of nonrefractory
material (i.e., coating thickness). The local regime is
characterized by a rapid growth in coating due primarily to
SOA formation. Following this coating growth phase, with the
injection of BB−BC particles into the free troposphere, the
available loss mechanisms for BC�wet and dry deposition�
are reduced, enabling continued exploitation of the conserved
tracer properties of BC. This exploitation reveals that as the
BB−BC particles continue to age beyond ∼2−3 days, much of
the coating material is lost, likely due to heterogeneous
oxidation and other secondary reactions.16,36 Such changes in
coating thickness will directly impact not only the optical
properties of the BB-containing particles but also the overall
BBA plume, as BC remains the primary absorbing species
whose absorption efficiency will drive the SSA of the BB
plume.

The results presented here�that the amounts of coating
material on BB−BC particles change throughout their
lifetimes, as do the hygroscopic and optical properties, and
thus the contribution of these particles to radiative forcing�
provide a compelling argument that the current treatment of
BC in GCMs does not accurately capture the processes driving
BB−BC evolution and the radiative impacts of BBA plumes,
and underscore the need for a re-evaluation of the use of near-
field observations and experiments as the sole sources for
regional and global model parameterizations.
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BC black carbon
BB-BCs biomass burning black carbon
BBOP Biomass Burning Observation Project
HYSPLIT HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated

Trajectory
med mass-equivalent diameter
LASIC Layered Atlantic Smoke Interactions with Clouds
SOA secondary organic aerosol
MAC mass absorption cross section
MBO Mount Bachelor Observatory
ORACLES ObseRvations of Aerosols above Clouds and

their intEractionS
SSA single scattering albedo
SSABC single scattering albedo for BC particles
POA primary organic aerosol
rBC refractory black carbon
SP2 Single Particle Soot Photometer
WRF-AAM Weather Research and Forecasting with Aerosol

Aware Microphysics
WRF-Chem Weather Research and Forecasting with Chem-
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